INTRODUCTION

Political philosopher Jessica Whyte has observed that the past forty years have been marked by an apparent contradiction: on the one hand, neoliberalism, with its overt skepticism toward using economic tools to achieve social goals, has become hegemonic almost at a global level. On the other, these same forty years have witnessed a proliferation of economic sanctions mobilized by Western states to achieve a broad range of foreign policy goals. Whyte argues that this contradiction is only apparent: prominent neoliberal thinkers have actually crafted elaborate defenses of sanctions as market tools, and, on the institutional level, many of the main U.S. architects of sanctions were directly and personally affiliated with these neoliberal thinkers. In practice, the interconnected, yet uneven, global economy that neoliberalism brought about was the ideal background for the increased use of sanctions as tools of statecraft.

This unevenness of economic integration has many facets, but one stands out: the role of the U.S. dollar (USD) as the unrivaled global currency. For the
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3. On recent writings about the role of dollar hegemony in augmenting U.S. geopolitical
first time in the history of capitalism, a national currency not linked to any specific commodity came to dominate the global economy. Even initiatives like the adoption of the Euro by advanced European capitalist economies have not managed to dethrone the USD from the position of the dominant currency of our times. As central banks around the world discovered during the Global Financial Crisis and in the early months of the COVID-19 pandemic, the Federal Reserve now acts as a global lender of last resort thanks to its unique ability to provide liquidity to dollar-dependent banks. Indeed, how readily national banks can access USD is a major factor in the construction of the hierarchical global financial order.

As critical political economists and political theorists have noted, this reality has profound consequences for monetary sovereignty. States nominally retain the right to issue their own currency, but they de facto (and at times, de jure) rule over jurisdictions that rely on currencies issued by other sovereigns, and especially the United States, for a broad range of transactions. This problem has mostly escaped the attention of Third World Approaches to International Law (TWAIL) and other critical international legal scholars. Indeed, juridical critiques of the international financial system have mostly coalesced around conditionalities attached to loans by international financial


5. Jens Van’t Kloosters has argued that the European Central Bank’s reliance on market actors, as opposed to conscious policy, for currency internationalization has impeded the rise of the euro to an international currency of greater reach than the sum of the national currencies that it replaced. Jens Van’t Klooster, Monetary Sovereignty: the euro and strategic internationalization, in Treading Softly: How Central Banks are Addressing Current Legal Challenges 148-64 (ECB Legal Conference December 2023), https://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/pdf/other/ecb-legal-conference-2023-proceedings.en.pdf.


7. This is largely determined by whether a state has access to permanent and unlimited (UK, Eurozone, Japan) or temporary and limited (Australia, South Korea, Brazil) USD swap lines. In the absence of such swap lines, organizations such as the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank operate as the most obvious sources of dollars with all the consequences that this engagement entails regarding structural adjustment and austerity.

8. For the purposes of this essay, I have bracketed the question of credit money which raises further challenges for state sovereignty as it has effectively privatized money creation. For the challenges posed to state sovereignty by the interconnected phenomena of dollar hegemony and credit money, see Katharina Pistor, From Territorial to Monetary Sovereignty, 18 THEORETICAL INQ. IN L. 491 (2017); Steffen Murau & Jens van’t Klooster, Rethinking Monetary Sovereignty: The Global Credit Money System and the State, 21 PERSPECTIVES ON POL. 1319 (2023).

institutions,\textsuperscript{10} rather than the fact that both their loans and the global financial system, in general, are dominated by the currency of one sovereign, the United States of America.\textsuperscript{11}

In contrast, the United States has been increasingly proactive in mobilizing the powers afforded to it by dollar hegemony in order to achieve a wide range of foreign policy goals. Modern sanctions, in fact, constitute one of the most important manifestations of the weaponization of dollar hegemony for the furtherance of U.S. interests. Over the past fifteen years, the United States switched the modality of its sanctions from “traditional” trade embargoes, such as those imposed on Cuba, to financial sanctions that target transactions through, or assets held in, the U.S. banking system. Numerous states, including Iran, Venezuela, and Russia, have been targeted with financial sanctions. In particular, the case of Russia has triggered extensive political and legal debates concerning the possibility of confiscating assets of the Russian central bank in order to pay reparations to Ukraine in light of Russia’s aggression.\textsuperscript{12} These important debates address questions central to this paper, which focuses on Afghanistan.

Afghan assets held in the United States have been nothing if not controversial. 9/11 victims and their families have engaged in prolonged litigation and obtained judgments against the Taliban amounting to billions of dollars.\textsuperscript{13} These efforts have raised profound questions both about the relationship between the three branches of government domestically and about the U.S. position concerning key international law issues, notably state immunity. Congress has been under (largely successful) pressure to pass legislation that enables this litigation and, especially, execution against the Taliban assets. These efforts have raised profound questions both about the relationship between the three branches of government domestically and about the U.S. position concerning key international law issues, notably state immunity. Congress has been under (largely successful) pressure to pass legislation that enables this litigation and, especially, execution against the assets of foreign sovereigns who are “sponsors of terrorism.” In contrast, the
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executive has mostly been reluctant to support such efforts, expressing concerns that such precedents would expose the United States to litigation overseas. The return of the Taliban as Afghanistan’s government in 2021 only rendered Afghan assets in the United States more controversial. President Biden issued an executive order that froze $7 billion of Da Afghanistan Bank (DAB) reserves held at the Federal Reserve Bank of New York. What distinguished this instance of financial sanctions from other similar measures already in place was that in September 2022, the U.S. government transferred half of these frozen funds ($3.5 billion) to the Fund for the Afghan People. This is a Swiss-based non-profit whose purpose is to “protect, preserve and disburse” these assets in order to achieve macroeconomic goals, including price stability and supporting Afghanistan’s currency. According to the Fund’s statute, the United States has the right to appoint one of the members of the Fund’s Board of Trustees, while one additional member ought to be domiciled in Switzerland.

The sanctions against DAB have once again triggered debates about the applicability of state immunity to the assets of foreign central banks. Even though the significance of this question can hardly be overstated, this case raises unique questions that other instances of sanctioning central bank assets do not. The fact that sanctioned assets have been transferred to this Fund, combined with the Fund’s mandate and composition, hints at the lawmaking powers of dollar hegemony that go to the core of the international legal order. As I will show later in the piece, the United States used sanctioned assets to set up a quasi-central bank in exile run by handpicked individuals, with the United States retaining an effective right to veto its decisions. This configuration, I argue, is in profound tension with even the most minimalist conception of

14. For some critical engagements with this litigation and its imprint on U.S. domestic law, see Maryam Jamshidi, The World of Private Terrorism Litigation, 27 MICH. J. RACE & L. 203 (2021); Darryl Li, Comedy of Terrors/National Security Fictions and The Origins of Al-Qa’ Ida, in CONSPIRACY/THEORY 362, 379-80 (Joseph Masco & Lisa Wedeen eds., 2023); Maryam Jamshidi, How Private Actors are Impacting U.S. Economic Sanctions, 15 HARV. NAT’L SEC. J. 119 (2024). In the process, Congress has introduced a highly controversial exception to state immunity concerning “sponsors of terrorism.” This exception is unique to the United States and Canada. For a skeptical discussion, see Keith Sealing, State Sponsors of Terrorism Is a Question, Not an Answer: The Terrorism Amendment to the FSIA Makes Less Sense Now Than It Did Before 9/11, 38 TEX. INT’L L. J. 119 (2003).


Afghanistan as a sovereign state. This is not simply a case of competing entities claiming to be the government of a state, a scenario that is hardly novel. Rather, a body that does not claim to be the government of a state was vested with certain governmental functions concerning price and currency stability and granted access to state assets in a way that disaggregates Afghanistan’s governmental functions and sovereign authority. In other words, the United States has used its currency power and the rhetoric of humanitarian concerns to reconfigure the governmental structure of a sovereign state in ways that directly contravene even the most minimalist constructions of the rule of non-intervention. The idea that a state can slice up another’s governmental functions and allocate them to actors of its choosing undermines the very foundation of a binding international legal order.

My analysis proceeds in three steps. First, I will offer a brief overview of the origins and contemporary reality of dollar hegemony and its instrumentalization in the context of financial sanctions. Second, I will present the international legal issues raised by the practice of central bank asset freezing with an emphasis on state immunity and government recognition with a particular reference to the Fund. Finally, I will show the uniquely ambitious nature of sanctions against Afghanistan and the worldmaking implications of the Afghan Fund. My argument is that even though the Fund remains paralyzed due to internal disagreements about its functions, its very existence constitutes a challenge to the concept of Third World sovereignty.

I. DOLLAR HEGEMONY AND THE RISE OF FINANCIAL SANCTIONS

When it comes to money and sovereignty, our world is structured around a defining tension: on the one hand, each sovereign state has the right to issue and regulate its own currency. On the other, a handful of these national
currencies, with the USD at the lynchpin, predominate in international transactions, operate as stores of value, and even de facto displace national currencies in day-to-day exchanges. Of course, the existence of hegemonic currencies is not a new phenomenon. From the Athens drachma of classical antiquity to the British sterling before World War I, there are many examples of currencies being used beyond the jurisdictions that issued them. Even though the precise moment of transition from the sterling to the dollar is open to debate, the greenback came to be the unrivaled international currency, at the latest, by World War II. Indeed, the Bretton Woods system formalized this hegemony by establishing a gold convertibility system with the USD at its center. The USD was convertible to gold at $35 per ounce, and all other currencies were pegged to the dollar at set but adjustable rates. The International Monetary Fund (IMF) was tasked with overseeing the exchange rates system. This formalized system of dollar hegemony prevailed over alternative visions. Notable among them was the proposal by Lord John Maynard Keynes for the adoption of the bancor, an international unit of account that would not be held by private individuals but would only be used to track international flows of assets and liabilities.

Although the monetary proposals of Keynes were defeated at Bretton Woods, the Keynesian orthodoxy regarding the desirability of capital controls prevailed, limiting the international mobility of capital and enabling domestic policymakers to pursue a number of policy objectives linked to the building and expansion of the welfare state but also to rearmament in light of the Cold War. This system came under pressure in the late 1960s, leading to its de facto abandonment in 1971 when President Nixon declared that the United States would no longer exchange dollars for gold. In 1978, the IMF Articles

sovereignty is typically used in a Westphalian sense to denote the ability of states to issue and regulate their own currency.”

22. This is a question of historical significance that also has contemporary resonance as it might help economists understand more precisely the advantages of incumbency when it comes to international currencies. Barry Eichengreen & Marc Flandreau, The rise and fall of the dollar (or when did the dollar replace sterling as the leading reserve currency?), 13 EUR. REV. ECON. HIST. 377 (2009).

23. For an authoritative overview of the Bretton Woods system, see A RETROSPECTIVE ON THE BRETTON WOODS SYSTEM: LESSONS FOR INTERNATIONAL MONETARY REFORM (Michael D. Bordo & Barry Eichengreen eds., 1993).

24. For a contemporaneous account, see John H. Williams, Currency Stabilization: The Keynes and White Plans, 21 FOR. AFF. 645 (1943).


26. The factors that led to the collapse of the Bretton Woods system have been the subject of extensive debates with most commentators focusing on the mounting costs of the Vietnam War and Great Society programs, which forced the United States to issue amounts of debt that far exceeded its gold reserves. McNally, supra note 4, at 212-214. For an account that emphasizes pressures to liberalize capital flows as central to the U.S. decision to abandon the gold standard, see Matias Vernengo, The Consolidation of Dollar Hegemony After the Collapse of Bretton Woods: Bringing Power Back In, 33 REV. POL. ECON. 529 (2021).
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of Agreement were amended to reflect this reality, which brought the era of formalized dollar hegemony to an end. Currencies were allowed to float freely. Crucially, this transition also enabled the abandonment of capital controls and intensified capital mobility and the dramatic expansion of the financial sector. 27 In this respect, the persistence of dollar hegemony today does not constitute a simple continuation of the pre-1973 landscape but unfolds within a very different, financialized economic landscape. In Palley’s words:

The key to the new pattern is [the] absence of convertibility combined with increased demand for U.S. assets. Bretton Woods dollar hegemony was built on U.S. industrial might and the ability to run trade surpluses. Neoliberal dollar hegemony is built on the standing of the U.S. as the center of global capitalism. 28

The reasons contributing to dollar hegemony’s survival, and if anything, its expansion, are fiercely debated amongst (political) economists. 29 Some explanations focus on the individual decisions of economic actors. In this telling, hegemonic currencies emerge and are sustained out of the uncoordinated actions of economic actors who opt for different currencies based on perceptions about stability and “safe haven” status, the depth and breadth of financial markets, the advantages of network externalities, the desirability of a state’s exports, or the trustworthiness of its financial institutions and legal system. 30 All these factors are undeniably part of the explanation. Yet, they are incomplete insofar as they ignore the proactive role of the United States in promoting and expanding the use of the dollar and, in particular, in mobilizing its military supremacy in order to protect the international role of its currency.

A pivotal moment in this process was the 1974 agreement with Saudi Arabia: the United States offered military protection, and in exchange Saudi Arabia committed to denominating its oil sales exclusively in USD and using these petrodollars to purchase large quantities of Treasuries and other dollar-denominated assets. 31 These recycled petrodollars were subsequently used to

30. As John Crawford noted, “[T]he institutions that engender and maintain the trust of both domestic and foreign investors in U.S. financial markets and dollar assets include an open and transparent system of democratic government, along with the institutionalized system of checks and balances.” John Crawford, The Dollar Dilemma: Hegemony, Control, and the Dollar’s International Role, VIRG. BUS. L. REV. 135 (forthcoming in 2023) (quoting Eswar Prasad, Has the Dollar Lost Ground as the Dominant International Currency?, BROOKINGS (Sept. 20, 2019), https://www.brookings.edu/articles/has-the-dollar-lost-ground-as-the-dominant-international-currency/).
31. For an account of the agreement that pays attention to U.S. military power, see Ducio Basosi, Oil, Dollars, and US Power in the 1970s: Re-viewing the Connections, 3 J. ENERGY HIST. 1 (2020). For a journalistic account, see Andrew Wong, The Untold Story Behind Saudi Arabia’s 41-Year
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of crisis, such as the 2008 global financial crisis or the early stages of the COVID-19 pandemic, investors seek dollar-denominated assets, creating liquidity problems for non-U.S. banks. In such times, the U.S. Federal Reserve has operated as a global lender of last resort, establishing swap lines with select foreign central banks and providing them with dollars in exchange for collateral posted in their national currency. The Federal Reserve can choose the jurisdictions that will receive this invaluable liquidity assistance and, thereby, save them the embarrassment and, more importantly, the economic pain associated with an IMF loan, the only other viable option for obtaining liquidity in USD in times of crisis.\(^{37}\)

The United States has increasingly weaponized the power of the USD against its geopolitical adversaries—and even against allies, such as the European Union (EU)—when they disagree with its approach to unilateral sanctions. In essence, in the past 15 years, “traditional” trade sanctions have increasingly been replaced by financial sanctions that target the sanctioned entities’ assets and transactions.\(^{38}\) Proponents of financial sanctions argue that they are more precise than trade embargoes and, therefore, they only impede sinister actors without harming the broader population. In 2016, the then-U.S. Secretary of the Treasury proclaimed that:

> The sanctions we employ today are different. They are informed by financial intelligence, strategically designed, and implemented with our public and private partners to focus pressure on bad actors and create clear incentives to end malign behavior, while limiting collateral impact.\(^ {39}\)

Critics of the practice retort that financial sanctions often target indispensable financial services and, in addition, that draconian punishments for violating U.S. sanctions legislation encourage a “zero risk” approach and over-compliance by private actors who opt for scaling back drastically or even

---


ceasing their transactions with the sanctioned state to avoid prosecution. As indicated above, financial sanctions weaponize the fact that many economic transactions that do not involve U.S. parties nevertheless use U.S. dollars and that foreign states maintain sizeable reserves in USD.

For these cross-border transactions to take place safely, quickly, and efficiently, different types of financial infrastructure are needed: first, smaller banks that do not hold accounts with each other need correspondent accounts with larger banks and, in particular, banks with branches in the jurisdiction whose currency they use; secondly, one needs a messaging system that communicates the details of each transaction safely and quickly; thirdly, one needs a facility that clears these transactions. Dollar hegemony allows the United States to create chokepoints in all three types of infrastructure. When it comes to correspondent accounts, the United States may forbid U.S. banks from holding correspondent accounts with overseas counterparts that offer banking services to sanctioned entities. More controversially from a legal perspective, the United States may impose penalties on foreign banks for violating U.S. sanctions because they used an existing correspondent account to carry out a payment for a sanctioned entity. In such instances, the global power of the USD compels the hand of private actors, increasing the financial isolation of sanctioned entities. For example, faced with the choice of either losing access to the U.S. financial system and/or being subject to harsh penalties or ceasing transactions with Iran, overseas institutions invariably opted for the latter. In fact, non-U.S. banks often adopt a “zero risk” policy toward sanctioned jurisdictions, leading to the cessation or drastic curtailment of transactions that would probably be lawful under U.S. law. In essence, this practice of secondary sanctions enlists foreign banks into applying the foreign policy of the United States even when the United States has not managed to turn these preferences into universally binding international legal obligations through a UN Security Council resolution. This is despite the fact that even

42. This practice is relatively uncontroversial from a doctrinal perspective, since it involves denial of entry in a state’s territory, which is considered a lawful exercise of a state’s sovereign powers.
44. This seems to be a common conclusion of scholars who have conducted interviews with high-ranking bank officials. See Id. at 16; Grégoire Mallard & Jin Sun, Virus Governance: How Unilateral U.S. Sanctions Changed the Rules of Financial Capitalism, 128 AM. J. SOCIO. 144 (2022).
45. Notably, U.S. secondary sanctions compelled Chinese institutions to drastically curtail
actors, such as the EU, who otherwise support the lawfulness of unilateral sanctions, have protested the practice of secondary or extraterritorial sanctions by the United States and enacted blocking statutes in an attempt to curtail their influence.46

The United States has used techniques similar to those described above to weaponize the dominant messaging system of the global financial system, the Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunications (SWIFT). SWIFT is based in Belgium and, therefore, is governed by Belgian and EU law. Often considered obscure and technical, it attracted global attention in early 2022 when Russian banks were expelled from it in response to the state’s full-scale invasion of Ukraine.47 However, SWIFT had been used as a tool of geopolitical pressure before 2022. In 2012, the U.S. Senate passed legislation that authorized the executive to sanction SWIFT for its transactions with select Iranian banks even though these transactions complied with EU law and relevant UN Security Council resolutions.58 Although these threatened sanctions against SWIFT were not enacted, the authorization was enough to push the EU into action and mandate the expulsion of the relevant Iranian institutions.49 Such is the power of the U.S. dollar and of U.S. financial markets that, as Katzenstein has documented, the mere threat of financial sanctions often induces compliance by both public and private actors.50 Finally, the United States has weaponized the fact that transactions in USD are cleared through U.S.-based institutions, notably the Clearing House Interbank Payments System (CHIPS) and the Federal Reserve Banks’ Fedwire. A bank

46. In explaining the vote of EU member states in support of the annual resolution condemning the U.S. embargo against Cuba at the UN General Assembly, its representative noted that: “We have firmly and continuously opposed any such measures, due to their extraterritorial application and impact on the European Union, in violation of commonly accepted rules of international trade. We cannot accept that such measures impede our economic and commercial relations with Cuba.” Press and Information team of the EU Delegation to the UN in New York, EU Explanation of Vote: UN General Assembly Resolution on the embargo imposed by the USA against Cuba, DELEGATION OF THE EUR. UNION TO THE UN IN N.Y.C. (Nov. 3, 2022), https://www.eeas.europa.eu/delegations/un-new-york/eu-explanation-vote-un-general-assembly-resolution-embargo-imposed-usa-against-cuba_en?&lang=en. 63. On the EU blocking statutes, see Leonardo Borlini, Case Note: Bank Melli Iran v. Telekom Deutschland GmbH, 118 Am. J. Int’l L. 160 (2024); Daniel Meagher, Caught in the Economic Crosshairs: Secondary Sanctions, Blocking Regulations, and the American Sanctions Regime, 89 FORDHAM L. REV. 999 (2020-2021); Ruys & Ryndaert, supra note 43, at 81-93.


can only participate in CHIPS if it has a U.S. branch, subjecting it to U.S. sanctions legislation.\textsuperscript{51} As with the above examples, the mere threat of being cut off from CHIPS can induce compliance. All in all, financial sanctions are a typical example of “weaponized interdependence”: the United States takes advantage of the profoundly asymmetric character of the global financial system and, in particular, of dollar hegemony to pursue geopolitical goals.\textsuperscript{52}

The case of Afghanistan is no different. Due to the volatility of the Afghani (AFN), the state’s official currency, and the fact that its economy is cash-based, Afghanistan relied on dollar shipments while under U.S. occupation. Part of foreign aid consisted of the shipment of boxes of dollar bills given to DAB, which were distributed to private banks and from there, trickled down to the rest of the economy.\textsuperscript{53} Upon the departure of U.S. troops and the return of the Taliban to power, the shipments of cash were radically curtailed due to U.S. concerns about the cash falling into the hands of the Taliban, who are a sanctioned entity under U.S. law.\textsuperscript{54} At the same time, President Biden issued an executive order that froze $7 billion of DAB assets held at the Federal Reserve Bank of New York.\textsuperscript{55} Being cut off from access to dollars aggravated the already dire economic situation in Afghanistan: inflation rose sharply as the value of the AFN against all major currencies plummeted. The situation only began to stabilize after shipments of cash partially resumed in 2022, although inflation still lingers above 30%.\textsuperscript{56} Even though the dire humanitarian and economic situation cannot be attributed solely to U.S. sanctions or the weaponization of the dollar, the (relative) amelioration of the situation since 2022 indicates that financial sanctions and, more broadly, cutting off a state’s access to the USD have direct and observable effects at the state and population levels that negate the above-mentioned argument that this type of sanctions is more precise and targeted than trade embargoes. However, as I will show in subsequent sections, concerns about the humanitarian impact of U.S. sanctions have resulted in the deepening—rather than the effective

\textsuperscript{51} The Clearing House Payment Co. [CHIPS], CHIPS Rules and Administrative Procedures, Rule 19 (Mar. 1, 2024), https://media.theclearinghouse.org/-/media/New/TCH/Documents/Payment-Systems/CHIPS_Rules_and_Administrative_Procedures_03_01_2024.pdf?rev=2192b97388034775b2f7f13a32bcb321 (“A depository institution may become a Participant if: (A) it carries on the business of a depository institution from an office located in the United States of America, (B) the office in the United States of America is subject to regulation by a federal or state depository-institution regulatory authority.”).

\textsuperscript{52} Farrell & Newman, supra note 2.


\textsuperscript{55} Exec. Order No. 14064, supra note 15.
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II. THE AFGHAN FUND, STATE IMMUNITY, AND THE LAW-MAKING POWER OF DOLLAR HEGemonY

As Afghanistan descended into a profound humanitarian crisis, critics within and outside the United States highlighted the detrimental effects of the DAB asset freeze. This strategy reflects a broader trend in international law since the 1990s: even though most Global South states insist that unilateral economic sanctions are prima facie unlawful under international law, the Global North insistence on their lawfulness predominated within the discipline. Once this battle was lost, scholars, activists, and policymakers attempted to tame the worst excesses of the practice by insisting that sanctions needed to comply with a minimum core of human rights obligations or, in less legalistic terms, with humanitarian values. This emphasis on the human rights of ordinary citizens has done important work in illuminating the suffering caused by sanctions, be it unilateral or collective, but it is not without risk. The pitfalls of this approach are obvious in the case of Afghanistan. In response to these humanitarian pleas, and under the pressure of domestic litigation outlined above, the United States established in September 2022 an entity called the Fund for the Afghan People (the “Afghan Fund” hereafter) and transferred to it half of the frozen funds. The Afghan Fund is a non-profit headquartered in Geneva, and its purpose is to “protect, preserve and disburse assets for the benefit of the Afghan people,” with a particular emphasis on price stabilization and foreign exchange rate improvement. It is governed by a Board of Trustees that, according to its statute, ought to have a member


58. For an overview of the debate that is sympathetic to the Global South position but nevertheless concludes that sanctions are prima facie lawful under international law, see Alexandra Hofer, The Developed/Developing Divide on Unilateral Coercive Measures: Legitimate Enforcement or Illegitimate Intervention?, 16 CHINESE J. INT’L L. 175 (2017).
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domiciled in Switzerland and a member appointed by the United States.\textsuperscript{63} Given that the Board decides by unanimity,\textsuperscript{64} the United States has effective veto powers over any decision. At the time when this note was drafted, the Board had four members: Dr. Anwar ul-Haq Ahady, an Afghan politician who had previously served as the governor of DAB and Minister of Foreign Affairs; Dr. Shah Mohammed Mehrabi, who is a dual U.S.-Afghan national based in Maryland who previously served as a board member of DAB; Alexandra Baumann, a Swiss diplomat; and Dr. Jay Shambaugh, Under-Secretary for International Affairs at the U.S. Department of the Treasury. To date, the Fund has not disbursed any funds, with its relative inactivity attributed to disagreements amongst its board members.\textsuperscript{65} In late 2023, the Board reached a consensus about using some funds to repay Afghanistan’s debts to multilateral development banks. However, no further details have been publicly announced, nor have any payments been made.\textsuperscript{66}

Despite this relative inactivity, the sheer existence of the Afghan Fund further complicates ongoing debates about the legality of the increasingly utilized practice of freezing central bank assets. My argument here is that these doctrinal debates need to be situated within the broader context of dollar hegemony. The predominance of the U.S. dollar gives the United States extensive de facto (if not necessarily de jure) law-making power in certain areas of international law, including the law of state immunity. Put simply, customary international law dictates that states cannot be subjected to the judgment and execution of foreign courts (more on this shortly) provided that the act in question is a manifestation of sovereign power (\textit{acta jure imperii}) and not of commercial nature (\textit{acta jure gestionis}).\textsuperscript{67} Therefore, foreign central bank reserves should be almost entirely protected under this arrangement. However, recent practice shows that the United States—although reluctant to seize these central bank assets outright—has triggered an extensive practice of freezing or redirecting them and, as I will show below, relying on unorthodox international legal arguments to justify its practice.\textsuperscript{68} This brings me to the crux of my argument: TWAIL scholars have placed
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  \item \textsuperscript{63} Fund for the Afghan People, supra note 17, Arts. 12.3 & 12.5.
  \item \textsuperscript{64} Id., Art. 16.1.
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the dynamics of imperialism at the core of international law, showing how the function of our field is not (primarily) to create order between equal sovereigns but to manage imperial expansion.69 Robert Knox has refined this position by arguing that this centrality of imperialism entails not only the regulation of center-periphery dynamics but also the interactions between different imperial powers themselves. His argument is that in formulating legal arguments and adopting legal practices, imperial powers (and their scholarly outposts) attempt a dual move: first, to subjugate weaker states and secondly, to ensure that their geopolitical rivals cannot use the same arguments and practices to promote their own imperial interests.70

The nominal universality of international law means that when using a specific legal argument, the United States needs to either find a way to exclude China or Russia from doing the same or accept the availability of this argument to its rivals. The invocation of “humanitarian intervention” by Russia to justify its use of force in Ukraine from 2014 onwards is an example of the danger that international law arguments might spread beyond their intended sphere of application.71 Similarly, the reluctance on behalf of some parts of the U.S. state apparatus to cooperate with the International Criminal Court in its pursuit of cases against Vladimir Putin and Maria Alekseyevna Lvova-Belova indicates a concern that this case might (against all odds) set a precedent in regards to the nationals of other third-party states, which notoriously include the United States.72 In a nutshell, the existence of plausible imperial rivals places limitations on the legal rights that the United States claims for itself, especially since the end of its undisputed geopolitical and legal hegemony in the immediate aftermath of the Cold War.73

This concern about the potential future invocation of legal arguments by other powers applies in modified ways when it comes to financial sanctions and other forms of dollar weaponization. The unique position of the United States within the global monetary system means that there is simply no reciprocity of exposure here. This is the case not only in regard to the United States’ relationship with Afghanistan or Venezuela but also in its relationship with China and Russia. As a result, the United States enjoys two unique privileges when it comes to law-making regarding state immunity. First, a
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70. Robert Knox, Race, Racialisation and Rivalry in the International Legal Order, IN RACE AND RACISM IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS: CONFRONTING THE GLOBAL COLOUR LINE 185-188 (Alexander Anievas et al., eds., 2015).
disproportionate proportion of cases concerning state immunity are adjudicated in U.S. (especially New York) courts, as dollar hegemony pulls both public and private assets into the United States, making execution more likely if a favorable judgment is secured. As a result, U.S. state practice is uniquely influential, if not as a matter of formal law-making, at least in the real-life operation of the law of state immunity. Second, the United States can advance idiosyncratic arguments when it comes to the laws of state immunity, knowing that it is unlikely (at least for the time being) that it will ever find itself on the receiving end of these arguments, at least insofar as central bank assets are concerned. Despite China’s efforts, the ongoing predominance of the USD means that it will be exceedingly rare for U.S. rivals to use these arguments against the United States or its allies. In other words, the law of state immunity, in particular with regard to central bank assets, is perhaps unique as an international legal field where U.S. hegemonic power is exercised with very little restraint or fear of reciprocity. The most effective limit to U.S. decisions on this front does not come from law or reciprocity; it comes from considerations about not raising too many doubts about the reliability of the USD as the global currency.

Within this exceptional material-argumentative landscape, U.S. scholars and practitioners put forward at least two arguments of great consequence for sanctions, central banks, and Global South states. The first argument is that in cases of disagreement about the recognition of a state’s government, the laws of state immunity are not engaged at all. The second argument posits that ongoing freezes of central bank assets do not engage the rules of state immunity either since the prohibition only covers judicial and not executive action, and these freezes have been carried out through executive orders. If both (or even one of these two) arguments prevail, it is hard to see how the laws of state immunity would survive as meaningful constraints on state behavior. In turn, the potential demise of state immunity rules will heavily affect Global South states since the lack of easy access to USD and the volatility of their currencies compels them to hold large reserves of USD for immediate use if their currencies’ value deteriorates.

The first position that focuses on government recognition has been advanced previously in regard to Venezuela’s reserves, but its application in

75. That said, Whyte has suggested that the willingness of the United States to wield the power of the USD in order to discipline “rogue” actors may be part of the currency’s attractiveness to capitalists: Whyte, supra note 1, at 17. Striking a balance between weaponizing the USD and ensuring that it does not become unreliable is, then, one of the main challenges for U.S. administrations and, arguably, influences decisions about the freezing of assets incomparably more than any legal consideration.
77. Id., at 1632-43.
the case of Afghanistan is qualitatively different. The argument, at least as it is advanced by scholarship, is that there are no international law obligations in regard to government recognition. Therefore, when the United States recognizes certain actors as a government and grants them access to their national bank’s reserves, the rules of state immunity have not been engaged in the first place. This argument is stretched even further in the case of Afghanistan. This is because the Afghan Fund does not claim to be Afghanistan’s legitimate government, as Juan Guaidó did in the case of Venezuela. The Fund has no other representative functions apart from the preservation, management, and selective release of the state’s central bank assets, and none of its members held a governmental position when the Taliban took control of the country. Although the United States has not articulated this argument explicitly, the practical implications of the establishment of the Fund “for the benefit of the Afghan people” is that it is free to create and subsequently recognize any entity (even one comprised of its own nationals) as representatives of a people that is already represented by a state, and transfer to it assets of a state’s central bank without violating, or even engaging, the rules of state immunity. This approach has concerning implications not only for the laws of state immunity and sanctions but also for international law and intergovernmental relations in general. This is a point to which I will return in the next Part.

The second argument is perhaps less ambitious but carries equally important consequences. The argument here is that the freezing of central bank assets by executive order does not engage the rules of state immunity since the rules only preclude a sovereign nation from being subjected to judicial actions. This argument has textual grounding: the United Nations Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their Property, which never entered into force but is considered to reflect, at least in part, customary international law, only mentions immunity from adjudicative jurisdiction, and this language appears reflective of the negotiation process. However, at least some arguments in defense of the legality of the freezing of assets by executive action point at the temporary nature of these measures and raise concerns about

78. Id., at 1630 (“[T]he U.S. decision to designate individuals with control over central bank assets does not violate immunity-related obligations because the actions did not involve an exercise of judicial power or authority.”).
79. Id. (“The United States has decided not to recognize the Taliban and has instead designated or ‘recognized’ other people – at least for the limited purposes of disbursing central bank assets. The U.S. government describes the designation of individuals other than the Taliban who now control Afghan central bank assets as ‘consistent with past practice.’ The ‘past practice’ was not identified, but similar action was taken with respect to Venezuelan central bank assets.”).
80. Fund for the Afghan People, supra note 17, Art. 4.2.
81. Brunk, supra note 76, at 1632-43; Moiseienko, supra note 18, at 1012-1015.
whether it would be lawful under international law to seize these assets permanently, a measure that would resemble more closely the execution of judicial judgments, even if carried out by the executive. In the case of Afghanistan, transferring the funds to an entity with a legal mandate to disburse—and not simply conserve them—would involve a change of ownership and, therefore, closer to a seizure than a mere freeze. Indeed, the case of the Afghan Fund shows the potential problems arising from a delineation of state immunity that only protects states from judicial and not executive acts: the line between the two is a blurred and unstable one.

My goal is not to resolve this doctrinal question but rather to highlight the material underpinning of international lawmaking, be it the formation of customary international law or the interpretation of treaties. Formalist and non-materialist critical understandings of international law-making that insist on state consent and the equal sovereignty of all states miss a crucial truth about political economic power, and, in particular, monetary power and lawmaking when it comes to sovereign state immunities and other matters pertaining to sanctions. TWAIL and scholars sympathetic to the Global South have repeatedly criticized the disproportionate weight given to Western state practice and opinio juris by both courts and international legal scholarship. There is no doubt that there are numerous disciplinary, institutional, and cognitive biases against Global South states (and in favor of Global North states) in international law. However, what is sometimes missed from these debates is an understanding that impactful biases do not exist primarily in the sphere of ideas or the minds of lawyers but that they are grounded in material power: as long as national currencies operate as global currencies, the state(s) that issue these currencies will yield disproportionate power in the lawmaking concerning state immunities and, by implication, in the lawmaking concerning sanctions. This is not to say that idiosyncratic interpretations of U.S. officials and scholars are correct according to some principled standard of assessment. However, it does mean that dollar hegemony allows the United States to produce a disproportionate amount of state practice when it comes to sanctions and, in the absence of rigorous contestation, legal argumentation that justifies this practice might become entrenched not due to its finesse or logical prowess but because it seeks to rationalize a socially dominant dynamic, namely the weaponization of the dollar.

85. In this respect, my argument is in agreement with, while also seeking to concretize Benton Heath’s commitment to thinking about sanctions through the prism of power rather than abstract morality. See generally J. Benton Heath, The Possible Worlds of Economic Sanctions, 51 Ga. J. Int’l & Compar. L. 629 (2023).
III. DOLLAR HEGEMONY AND THE UNRAVELING OF THIRD WORLD SOVEREIGNTY

TWAIL scholars have always been ambivalent vis-a-vis state sovereignty. On the one hand, TWAIL emerged as an intellectual movement during the 1990s at a time when critiques of sovereignty were used to justify projects of military and economic interventionism against Global South states. In this context, pronouncing sovereignty to be obsolete or politically or morally suspicious did not lead to questioning the prerogative of Global North states to maintain and deploy military forces—a sign of old-school sovereignty if there was ever one—but rather, attempted to remove argumentative barriers against the extraterritorial projection of certain states’ sovereign power. In the realm of economic policy, anti-sovereignty arguments were regularly deployed to curtail states’ abilities to enact redistributive agendas, restrict the flows of capital, and regulate transnational and domestic capital. In this intellectual climate, it was—and remains—tempting to assert Global South sovereignty, if not as the encapsulation of a comprehensive political program of liberation, at least as a shield against imperialism and neoliberal capitalism. This is not an unprecedented move: as post-colonial states gained independence, the language of sovereignty was indispensable both in asserting themselves in global law and politics and, as Adom Getachew has shown, in attempting to reform international relations along more equitable lines. In Getachew’s telling, the more radical leaders of post-colonial states did not envisage their states’ hard-won sovereignty as the end of the decolonizing process but as a means through which they could question and, eventually, remake international economic


88. For critical engagements with liberal re-conceptualizations of sovereignty in the 1990s and early 2000s, see Anne Orford, The Uses of Sovereignty in the New Imperial Order, 6 AUSTRALIAN FEMINIST L. J. 63 (1996); ANNE ORFORD, INTERNATIONAL AUTHORITY AND THE RESPONSIBILITY TO PROTECT (2011); Adom Getachew, The limits of Sovereignty as responsibility, 26 CONSTELLATIONS 255 (2019).


relations against colonial patterns of extraction and exploitation.\textsuperscript{92}

However, critical legal scholars have never been unconditional, let alone enthusiastic, in their endorsement of Third World sovereignty. There are many reasons for this ambivalence. To begin with, the transformative vision of Third World sovereignty that Getachew documents was eventually defeated, and the one that emerged after the 1980s has often been used to shield dictators and reactionaries from scrutiny. In Fakhri’s evocative words:

That leaves those of us who are part of the Bandung tradition with very little to build on in international law. If I am not too careful in my scholarship, I might slip and end up supporting the likes of the murderous lot running governments or leading militant rebel groups.\textsuperscript{93}

Even before the 1980s, invocations of state sovereignty were often mobilized to justify authoritarian forms of government, the suppression of minorities, and state-building projects that were hostile towards indigenous peoples and anyone who did not fit into the nationalist-developmentalist project.\textsuperscript{94} More broadly, TWAIL scholars have been ambivalent about the post-colonial state’s attempts to emulate what they consider Eurocentric concepts of sovereignty, with a particular and crucial emphasis on the dangers of thinking of sovereignty as a form of mastery over nature. Scholars such as Natarajan, Pahuja, and Nesiah (perhaps not coincidentally some of the leading women of TWAIL) have noted that in asserting permanent sovereignty over natural resources, Third World states questioned who should assert control over and reap the benefits of resource extraction, while simultaneously affirming the ideas of nature as “natural resources” that ought to be exploited to the maximum and of sovereignty as boundless extraction and expansion.\textsuperscript{95} When it comes to international law in particular, TWAIL and other heterodox scholars have documented that the gradation and conditioning of Third World sovereignty has been anything but aberrational in the history of international law and politics. In this telling, international law itself has been ambivalent toward Southern sovereignty since affirmations of sovereign equality have always co-existed with postponements or conditioning of equal rights, duties, and status.\textsuperscript{96} In addition, affirming state sovereignty is not always an effective
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shield against imperialism. Modern imperialism often operates through post-colonial state sovereignty rather than in violation of it. For example, as Darryl Li has shown, the U.S. program of extraordinary rendition in the context of the “war on terror” fundamentally relied on the sovereignty of its client states in order to evade legal and political scrutiny.\(^97\)

All this is to say that sovereignty is not a silver bullet for those concerned about imperialism and domestic authoritarianism. Indeed, it is hard to find many examples more illustrative of the dangers of Third World sovereignty being used not to promote global redistribution but to shield from scrutiny reactionary political programs than Afghanistan.\(^98\) In this context, the turn to human rights as a central legal and rhetorical tool in the struggle against sanctions reflects a real disenchantment with Third World statehood and a commitment to criticizing sanctions not in its name but in reference to the harms inflicted upon peoples. What this approach can miss, though, is what Heath—drawing from Getachew—calls the world-making dimension of sanctions: the potential of the practice to restructure power relations, to reallocate authority and rights, and to (upwardly) redistribute resources.\(^99\)

Centering Afghanistan’s sovereignty, then, does not require alignment with or even acquiescence to the political projects that may unfold in its guise but enables us to identify the political projects that demand its unraveling and the visions of international law that are required for these projects to succeed.

Even though all instances of weaponizing dollar hegemony to sanction geopolitical foes raise these questions of sovereignty, power, and world-making, the Afghan Fund does so in novel and particularly challenging ways. This is for two reasons. First, disagreements about government recognition in international law typically revolve around the tension between effective control and (democratic) legitimacy. The more traditional approach, encapsulated in the Tinoco Claims Arbitration, emphasizes effective control over a state’s territory and acceptance (but not necessarily approval) of one’s authority by the local population as criteria for determining a state’s government.\(^100\) In contrast, more recent theory and, to some extent, state and international organization
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100. Tinoco Claims Arbitration (Gr. Br. v. Costa Rica) 1 R.I.A.A. 369, 381 (1923) (“To hold that a government which establishes itself and maintains a peaceful administration, with the acquiescence of the people for a substantial period of time, does not become a de facto government unless it conforms to a previous constitution would be to hold that within the rules of international law a revolution contrary to the fundamental law of the existing government cannot establish a new government. This cannot be, and is not, true.”).
practice pay attention to (democratic) legitimacy in refusing recognition to governments that came to power through violent or unconstitutional means, even if they exercise control over the state.\textsuperscript{101} Without getting into the case’s merits, this disagreement was at the heart of government (non)recognition in the case of Venezuela and the saga concerning its central bank assets both in the United States and the United Kingdom (UK).\textsuperscript{102}

The case of the Afghan Fund departs from these earlier examples. The Board of the Fund does not claim to be in control of Afghanistan or to have come to power through legitimate, democratic means. None of its members were part of Afghanistan’s government when the Taliban took over. Even more curiously, this body is governed partially by non-Afghan nationals with an effective veto over its decisions. What makes this arrangement even more at odds with even the most minimalist understanding of Afghan sovereignty is that the United States, which was an occupying power in Afghanistan for two decades, has a guaranteed position on the board of the Fund. The Fund seems to be aware of its legitimacy problems. In late 2023, it issued a call for applications for an international advisory committee, which will comprise Afghan and non-Afghan experts (emphasizing economic development, law, and finance expertise). Knowledge of Afghanistan’s economy and society is a desirable but not essential criterion.\textsuperscript{103}

The Afghan Fund’s claim to lawful control over DAB’s assets rests implicitly on a combination of technocratic expertise and the fact that it was put together by the former occupier, who also happens to be in control of DAB’s assets due to the global significance of its currency. This combination of military-monetary power and technocratic expertise is, arguably, at the background of much of international law and international relations. The Afghan Fund turns the subtext into text by transforming these elements into the ground for yielding elements of governmental authority and bypassing claims that rely either on factual control of territory or on democratic legitimacy.

Secondly, it is not uncommon for states to disagree about a state’s government but nevertheless accept the unity of such government and, by extension, the sovereign authority of the state understood as a unified entity for the purposes of international law.\textsuperscript{104} Indeed, a unified and effective government is a (arguably the) precondition for an entity to be a state under international
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Admittedly, this idea of a coherent government in control of the state has always been fiction. This is especially the case in the Global South, where legal pluralism and layered forms of political authority continue to prevail, with formal governmental power and state law having varying degrees of effectiveness and legitimacy depending on one’s location, profession, gender, religion, etc. This fiction, though, underlies international law as we know it. The Afghan Fund diverges from this conceptualization and general state practice in regard to government recognition. It is not recognized as Afghanistan’s government by the United States, nor does it claim to be such a government. Yet, it is considered to act for the benefit of the Afghan people, with the sole purpose of managing and disbursing DAB’s frozen assets. In essence, the Fund disaggregates Afghanistan’s governmental functions, opening up the possibility of different actors being recognized as representatives of a state/people for different purposes. In this respect, citing Venezuela as a precedent for the practice, as Brunk does, elides its novelty and, crucially, its incompatibility with Afghanistan’s sovereignty. If taken to its logical conclusion, the practice is not only incompatible with Third World sovereignty but with the very idea of binding international legal obligations: (powerful) states would be free to recognize virtually any entity as representative of a people/state for the sole purpose of obtaining its consent for the use of force, entering/denouncing treaties, or transferring to it state assets despite state immunity.

The practical implications of the Afghan Fund’s existence both for the lives of Afghan people and for actual political authority in Afghanistan remain to be seen. The example of Venezuela shows that foreign recognition and transfer of assets to an entity does not guarantee that it will gain de facto control of a state. More broadly, the fragmentation of political authority in Afghanistan and elsewhere is a deep, complicated process that cannot be solely attributed to this or earlier acts of intervention by the United States or other actors, such as the Soviet Union. My argument, then, is not that this attempt at world-making will necessarily be successful in empirical terms. Rather, I posit that, through financial sanctions enabled by dollar hegemony, the United States has (perhaps unwittingly) embarked on an experiment that both presupposes and enacts a version of international law incompatible with even the most minimalist understandings of Third World sovereignty. Whether this glimpse of an explicitly uneven legal order will stabilize into a comprehensive vision and whether this vision will produce effects “on the ground” cannot be
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assumed but, rather, will be determined by the (legal) struggles of the future.

CONCLUSION

In recent years, an increasing number of progressive legal scholars, economists, and activists in the United States have been highlighting the role of money as a democratic medium. These scholars emphasize the origins of money as a state project and its potential to enable democratic self-government. The existence of hegemonic currencies and, notably, the unquestionable international status of the U.S. dollar puts pressure on this approach: whatever the role and potential of the dollar domestically, internationally, it operates as a form of despotic power. This can happen indirectly insofar as dollar dependency can curtail the monetary sovereignty of states. It can also occur directly, as in the case of financial sanctions that allow the United States to exploit dollar hegemony in order to inflict pain on its foes.

In this essay, I have argued that dollar hegemony, as exemplified in extreme form by the Afghan Fund, has two major implications for international law. First, it gives the United States the opportunity to put forward bold interpretations of foundational norms of international law that pertain to sanctions, such as state immunity, and to do so with little concern that these arguments can be used against it or its allies. This is an unusual situation since the (nominal) universality of international law means that one’s legal arguments can (and will) be used by one’s opponents. However, in the absence of a state enjoying monetary power comparable to that of the United States, this concern is not so prominent in regard to central bank assets. Secondly, the case of the Afghan Fund offers a window into the world-making potential of dollar hegemony or, at the very least, its ability to be used in ways that undermine the concept of Third World sovereignty. The ad hoc assembly and provision of control over billions of USD to an entity essentially controlled by the United States have created a de facto foreign-controlled central bank in exile that exists outside the governmental structure of Afghanistan. This practice departs even from the most controversial precedents of contested government recognition as it involves slicing up governmental authority in ways that are ultimately incompatible with state sovereignty. One need not adopt a romanticized view of Third World sovereignty to be concerned about such developments.

It is customary to conclude essays such as this one with practical recommendations for reform. There are good reasons to resist this habit. Writing conventions are often a way to avoid thinking about the actual conclusions of our arguments. When it comes to legal writing, in particular, recommendations for reform are a way of professing one’s ultimate

108. In the field of law, in particular, the work of Christine Desan has been pivotal. See generally CHRISTINE DESAN, MAKING MONEY: COIN, CURRENCY, AND THE COMING OF CAPITALISM (2014).
commitment to law than to other causes. When it comes to dollar hegemony, there are good reasons to believe that, for as long as this phenomenon persists, the temptation for the United States to weaponize currency power will be hard to resist. For this reason, other aspiring hegemons, notably China, attempt to challenge dollar hegemony, for example, through the issuance of central bank digital currencies.\(^\text{109}\) The effectiveness of such initiatives remains to be seen. Therefore, one should be skeptical about whether the weaponization of the dollar can be resisted through international legal means if dollar hegemony persists, especially if one adopts realist or materialist understandings of law that emphasize not abstract rules but the ways in which legal arguments unfold in the social world.\(^\text{110}\) Nevertheless, the nominally equal and universal character of international law may provide some (limited, imperfect) tools for resistance. If dollar hegemony gives the United States extensive opportunities to produce state practice concerning central banks’ assets, nominal sovereignty allows every state to express their *opinio juris* and demand that it be given due weight in the formation and identification of customary rules. Often, states choose to stay silent out of a concern for their own interests or because, as in the case of Afghanistan under Taliban rule, the sanctioned state espouses causes that are (rightly) unpopular. In that regard, the temptation to remain silent in light of experiments such as the Afghan Fund is understandable. However, if my arguments above are correct, initiatives such as the Fund have much broader implications for the international legal order than their immediate effects on this or that sanctioned entity. If this is the case, every state and scholar with an investment in an international legal order that is at least formally equal and post-imperial could do worse than being vocal about the corrosive implications of such currency-fueled legal adventurism.
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